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Overview

• Class Overview 

• Git Basics 

• Break 

• Intro to Java



Class Goals

• Learn the Java language 

• Use Java to do interesting things 

• Generalizable methods, techniques and principals 

• Good development practices



Experience
• Java? 

• Packages? 

• Exceptions? 

• Patterns? 

• Async? 

• Lambda / functional programming?



PROGR AMMING/JAVA 

Java in a Nutshell

ISBN: 978-1-449-37082-4

US $59.99  CAN $62.99

“ In a world of blogged 
opinions and javadoc’d 
references, this latest 
edition is still the 
simplest and most 
definitive way to cut 
through to the answers 
you need.”

—Kevlin Henney 
consultant, author, speaker,  

editor of 97 Things Every  
Programmer Should Know

Twitter: @oreillymedia
facebook.com/oreilly

The latest edition of Java in a Nutshell is designed to 
help experienced Java programmers get the most out 
of Java 7 and 8, but it’s also a learning path for new 
developers. Chock full of examples that demonstrate 
how to take complete advantage of modern Java APIs 
and development best practices, the first section of 
this thoroughly updated book provides a fast-paced, 
no-fluff introduction to the Java programming language 
and the core runtime aspects of the Java platform.

The second section is a reference to core concepts 
and APIs that shows you how to per form real 
programming work in the Java environment.

 ■ Get up to speed on language details, 
including Java 8 changes

 ■ Learn object-oriented programming, using 
basic Java syntax

 ■ Explore generics, enumerations, 
annotations, and lambda expressions

 ■ Understand basic techniques used in 
object-oriented design

 ■ Examine concurrency and memory, and 
how they’re intertwined

 ■ Work with Java collections and handle 
common data formats

 ■ Delve into Java’s latest I/O APIs, including 
asynchronous channels

 ■ Use Nashorn to execute JavaScript on the 
Java Virtual Machine

 ■ Become familiar with development tools in 
OpenJDK

Benjamin J. Evans  is the  
cofounder and Technology  
Fellow of jClarity, a startup that 
delivers performance tools to help 
development & ops teams. He is a 
Java Champion; JavaOne Rockstar; 
coauthor of The Well-Grounded 
Java Developer (Manning); and  
a regular public speaker on the  
Java platform, performance,  
concurrency, and related topics.

David Flanagan, senior staff  
frontend software engineer at 
Mozilla, has written several books 
for O’Reilly, including JavaScript: 
The Definitive Guide, jQuery Pocket 
Reference, The Ruby Programming 
Language, and previous editions of 
Java in a Nutshell.

 Java 
in a Nutshell

Benjamin J. Evans & David Flanagan

 Java
in a Nutshell

A DESKTOP QUICK REFERENCE

6th Edition

Covers Java 8Java in a N
utshell

Evans & 
Flanagan

SIXTH  
 EDITION

Grades

• Readings 

• Class participation / 
discussion 

• Homework 

• Midterm / final



Getting Help
• https://www.cs.uic.edu/~psnyder/cs342-summer2017/ 

• Questions in class 

• Office Hours 

• Me: SEO 1218, 2-4pm, Wed and Fri 

• TA: SEO 1380, TBA 

• Piazza



Class Framework
• Brief reading quiz (clickers) 

• Discussion on quiz 

• Lecture (and discussion) 

• Break 

• Lecture (and discussion)



Updates and Info

• Follow Piazza 

• Website for readings and dates 

• Email for emergency situations



Getting Setup
• Java 8 

• Git 

• SSH 

• Linux 

• Basic Java environment (ie choose your IDE)



Version Control



Git
• Open source 

• Keeps track of changes on disk 

• Has useful tools to synchronize remotely 

• Authentication tools 

• Tooling (github, bitbucket, gitk, etc.)



Git Basics
• git init 

• git status 

• git add <some file(s)> 

• git commit -m <something> 

• git checkout



Git Networking

• git clone 

• git pull 

• git push



Much Much More Git
• git remote 

• git log 

• git revert  

• branching, tags, diff 

• Website



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`

Your Local 
Repo

git clone



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`

Your Local 
Repo

git remote add course



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`

Your Local 
Repo

git pull course master



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`

Your Local 
Repo

Workgit add 
git commit



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`

Your Local 
Repo

Work

git push



Git in this Class
Your 

Remote Repo 
`origin`

My Repo 
`course`

Your Local 
Repo

Work

git pull course master



Git Demo



Final Git Thoughts

• .gitignore 

• .git/ 

• Its complicated!





Programming 
Languages?



Object Oriented 
Experience?



Java Experience?



Java Basics

• Originally Oak, Java in 1995 

• Commercial language 

• Crazy popular 

• “Boring” reputation



Java Highlights

• Memory managed 

• Object oriented 

• JVM / Runtime 

• Fast (in some ways)



Java Highlights
• Bytecode 

• Packages / namespaces 

• Type safe 

• Rich ecosystem 

• Compiler improvements (unboxing, <>, etc.)



Java Lowlights
• Verbose 

Integer coolInteger = new Integer(8);  
 
List<String> greatStrings = new List<String>();  
greatStrings.add(“Hachi Machi”);  
 
Packages 

• Heavy Tooling  
IDEs, refactoring



Java Lowlights
• Fragile, Deep Type Hierarchies 

Taxonomies are difficult, reworking them is tricky  
 
JSONReader, YAMLReader, SocketReader? 

• Industry / Enterprise Focus  
XML, less open source uptake (especially earlier)  
 
Package management…



Java Lowlights

• Creaky in Points  
Primitives vs. Arrays vs. Objects  
 
int[] = {1, 2, 3}; 
ArrayList<Integer> aList = new ArrayList<Integer>(); 
aList.add(new Integer(4)); 
aList.add(new Integer(5)); 

• Redundant 
So many ways to do the same thing…



Java Lowlights
• NULL  

“billion-dollar mistake” 
 
String radString = null; 
if (radString != null) {  
    radString.stringThing();  
} 

• Oppressive Type System 
Glue classes, functional 
programming, etc



Using Java
The Lifecycle of a Java Program
To better understand how Java code is compiled and executed, and the difference
between Java and other types of programming environments, consider the pipeline
in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1. How Java code is compiled and loaded

This starts wth Java source, and passes it through the javac program to produce
class files—which contain the source code compiled to Java bytecode. The class file
is the smallest unit of functionality the platform will deal with, and the only way to
get new code into a running program.

New class files are onboarded via the classloading mechanism (see Chapter 10 for a
lot more detail on how classloading works). This makes the new type available to
the interpreter for execution.

Frequently Asked Questions
In this section, we’ll discuss some of the most frequently asked questions about Java
and the lifecycle of programs written in the Java environment.

What is bytecode?
When developers are first introduced to the JVM, they sometimes think of it as “a
computer inside a computer.” It’s then easy to imagine bytecode as “machine code
for the CPU of the internal computer” or “machine code for a made-up processor.”

In fact, bytecode is not very similar to machine code that would run on a real hard‐
ware processor. Computer scientists would call bytecode a type of “intermediate
representation”—a halfway house between source code and machine code.

The whole aim of bytecode is to be a format that can be executed efficiently by the
JVM’s interpreter.

Introduction
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Java Hello World
• Boiler Plate and `main` 

• Primitive types 

• Control flow 

• Comments 

• References 

• Calling methods 

• Types 

• Building 

• Running



Java Demo



Wrapping Up
• Feedback is welcome, all the time 

• https://www.cs.uic.edu/~psnyder/cs342-summer2017/ 

• Register for Piazza 

• Email me 

• ssh public key 

• two or three languages you’re most familiar with 

• discussion group preferences

https://www.cs.uic.edu/~psnyder/cs342-summer2017/

